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HAMFAIR 2006 (Aug. 19-20) 
KCJ participated in HAMFAIR 2006 held on Aug. 19-20. It was our 2nd participation. 

Fifteen members took turns welcoming a lot of visitors to our booth. The booth of KCJ 
was always filled with smiles and chatting of visitors. All the visitors seemed to have a 
good time in our booth. We had a great success in HAMFAIR 2006 ! 

  
JA1FCY  JA1CSB  JA3ATJ  JA0AAQ             Filled with lots of visitors 

  
             Visitors from Korea          A Young lady (elementary school pupil !) with family 

-. -. --.-  -. -. --.--  -. -. --.-  -. -. --.-  -. -. --.-  -. -. --.-  -. -. --.- 
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WAJA award on SAT 
 JR3KQJ has achieved CW-WAJA (Worked all 
Japanese prefectures) on SAT only. 

 
 He started it in 1984 using 
AO-10.  He logged more 
than 100 QSOs with AO-10. 
He has worked numbers of 
contacts with FO-12, FO-20, 
RS-12, FO-29 and so on. 
 He had already confirmed 
43 prefectures before 1998, 

but he had to wait for a new trend in SAT so as to 
confirm the rest of four prefectures… 
 The latest trend in SAT has given us a lot of 
chance to make QSOs. The number of mobile-SAT 
operations has been increasing and this might 
make it possible to complete SAT-WAJA in several 
months period.  Why don’t you try SAT ?! 
 

JR3KQJ’s SAT QSOs 
SAT  JA-CW   JA-SSB   JA-FM   DX-MIX   1stQSO  

 AO10  82  9  0  19  '84 03
 FO12  69  69  0  0  '86 12
 FO20  20  41  0  1  '87 01
 AO13  22  8  0  35  '88 05
 RS12  27  56  0  1  '97 01
 FO29  53  9  0  1  '97 03
 UO14  0  0  75  4  '01 08
 AO27  0  0  3  0  '01 09
 RS13  6  0  0  0  '02 03
 AO7  1  0  0  0  '03 02
 SO50  0  0  5  0  '03 02
 AO40  19  0  0  26  '03 08
 VO52  84  4  0  1  '05 07
 AO51  0  0  13  0  '05 12
SUM  383   196   96   88   -  

 Mobile SAT operation 
JH3HGI has been active on SAT from his car. 
He is very active on VO-52, using FT-857DM 
(uplink) and FT-100DM (downlink) with 3 
elements Cross-Yagi ANT (145/430MHz). 

 

 

Double-Dial CW QRPp TRX 
JJ1INO made an entry to the 
homebrewed radio contest 2006 
and received the second prize. 
The one he made was 
“Double-Dials CW QRPp TRX”. 
[40m band (7.000-7.030) ] [100mW output] 
[CW only] [Fullbreak-in] [Side-tone] … 
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VOICE OF MEMBERS 

 
Short Break  (2006-Jul.)  

JH0PPS: Es season ! I’m enjoying high-bands 

operation. But it’s not easy to get new KCJA points.  

 

JA1BML: JARL started Internet Award Application 

system. Since any style of the card list is available, I 

tried to make a program which produces card lists 

using AJAHA software. 

( http://www.sho-nan.jp/JA1BML/?date=20060515 ) 

When I confirm 10250 points, I’d like to use it. 

 

JA2MYA: I got a new DXCC point after long time. 

Since I had made a mistake in counting points, my 

AJA points got reduced. 

 

JE6QFP: I received some QSL cards that I worked 

on SAT-mode, which I started the operation in last 

Nov. 

 

JH4RGH: My JCA (CW) points got to 2811 points 

and JCA (MIX) 6428. 

 

JA7TJ: I received 3Y0X QSL (on 40m CW). It 

gave me a new DXCC point after long time. 

 

JA8AJE: I applied for four JARL awards using 

Internet Application Form. It was easy to apply and 

fast to receive response. When I did it first, I 

received the award before paying the fee. 
 

 Short Break  (2006-Aug.) 
JA1BML: I was in Aomori-pref. from 23 to 25 

June. I had 485 QSOs from some cities and 

towns on high bands and SAT.  Thanks for 

your call. 
 
JJ1INO: Both of my main bands (40m&30m) 

have no good condx during the summer season. 

Instead I’m looking forward to having a lot of 

eyeball QSOs in the ham fair. 
 
JJ1KXB: On 3rd June I received WAGA award 

(14MHz CW only) No.1291. I’ve confirmed 3 

BANDS WACA and WAGA (7/10/14MHz).  

 9 months have passed since I started SAT.  

I’d like to try “mobile SAT” someday. See you 

on SAT. 
 
JA2MYA: The error of my Ham-Log data was 

recovered by re-installation. 

The domestic condx is getting better, but DX is 

no good... 
 
JA3ATJ: The news such as "EU on 6m !" 

attracts me so much, but I have not much time 

sitting in front of RIG. I have much work for 

some groups. Besides I'm in charge of 

the community where I live... 
 
JH3HGI: Owing to SAT, my AJA and KCJA 

points have been increasing. 
 
JH4RGH: I came to be able to QRV on 6m 

after five years. It's tough for an apartment 

station (it is called "Apa-man") to operate multi 

bands. 
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JA8PON: The condx seems to be getting better. 
When high bands are not good, 
I'll try to look for new JCCs. 
 

Short Break  (2006-Sep.) 
JA1BML: My car will be renewed with “599” 
number plates. I wondered if I should choose 
“599” or “1106” (my JCC number). I’d like to 
go joining the meeting in Sep. by the new car. 
Hope to meet members in 3 area on V/UHF 
bands from the car. 
  
JJ1KXB: New DXCC entities such as 4O3T or 
KH8SI made me so excited in July. 
  
JA2MYA: I got two new entities (KH8SI & 
YU6). 
 
JE6QFP: I’m encouraging a ham (JF6***), who 
used to have a radio station and now is going to 
begin to QRV again. He has already applied for a 
license and now practicing keying with an 
electric keyer.  I hope he’ll be a member of 
KCJ in the near future. 
 
JA8AJE:  It is great fun to join in the ham fair 
since all I have to do there is only RADIO. 
 
JA8PON: As new cities’ QSL cards began to 
come, my JCC points gets to 810. I’m 
wondering if I should apply for JCC award… 
 

The 16th General Meeting of KCJ 

 

 The 16th general meeting of KCJ finished 
successfully on Sept. 3. (in Osaka)   
19 members took part in the meeting and had a 

good time chatting, eating, drinking and of course 
discussing.  
Participants   JA1DD  JA1BML JK1CWR 
JA2MYA  JA3ATJ  JH3HGI  JH3EZV 
JR3KQJ  JR3SIJ  JR3XEX  JE3GDW 
JE3PED  JA4TY  JA5CUX  JE6QFP 
JA7GAX  JH7FQK  JA8AJE  JA9CZJ 

  
(JK1CWR’s Contest Machine)   (SAT Operation by JR3KQJ) 
 

New Officers 2006-2008 are as follows: 
President : JA1BML 

 Vice president : JA5CUX  JA8AJE 
 Treasure : JA1COP 
Auditor : JE6QFP  JH8CBH 
Membership: JA5CUX 
Public relations: JA8AJE (The KEY) 

JA3ATJ  JH3EZV (Publish) 
             JH8MWW (Newsletter) 
             JR3KQJ (Activity report) 
Home Page : JH3HGI  Mailing List: JA3ATJ 
Award: JH7FQK      Ham Fair: JG1BAH 
Contest: JA8AJE  JA1TCF 
JA1 Area: JA1BML   JA2 Area: JA2OLJ 
JA3 Area: JR3XEX   JA4&5 Area: JA4AVO 
JA6 Area: not elected yet  JA7 Area: JA7GAX 
JA8 Area: JE8JYD   JA9&0 Area: JA9CZJ 
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